This kitchen succeeds from both a
functional and aesthetic perspective.
Extraordinary is a word that springs to mind
when describing this brand new kitchen. A
variety of stylish touches has come together
to create one outstanding design. An emeraldgreen granite benchtop dazzles all who step foot
into the kitchen while an ornate ceramic mosaic
feature above the kitchen sink and stainless-steel
benchtop is a visual treat.
The team at Kitcheners Kitchens were the

magicians behind this work of art. Completely
unique from both a functional and aesthetic
perspective, the space is the perfect example of
what can be achieved with a creative mind and a
solid set of skills.
The owners requested an expansive space
that would integrate with the adjacent dining
area to create one large, dynamic cooking and
entertaining space. The first challenge presented
to the Kitcheners team was converting the home’s
old, back patio into a workable kitchen space.
An abundance of both bench and storage
spaces were key to the design, with one side of the

kitchen completely dedicated to cupboard storage
and a butler’s pantry. Where this space really
excels, however, is the successful merge of the
latest technology, such as Blum soft-close drawers
and organisational systems, with striking design
touches. All top-of-the-line appliances are artfully
incorporated into the design with a built-in double
oven and steamer integrated into the stunning
feature wall.
With its colourful benchtops and ultra-modern
feel, this Kitcheners Kitchen is the fresh new
centrepiece of the home and where the owners
love to cook in and show off to their friends.

Fact file

Enchanted design
With exquisite emerald benchtops and a stunning ceramic
mosaic feature, this kitchen is almost magical
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The kitchen was designed by Kitcheners Kitchens and built by kitcheners kitchens Showrooms in Sydney and Melbourne Phone 1800 826 144
Email design@kitcheners.com.au Website www.kitcheners.com.au Doors and panels Two-tone kitchen coloured in Latte and Thistle Micro
Internal hardware Blum soft-close drawers with OrgaLine dividers, internal bin and recycling solution, benchtop drop-in bin and vegetable baskets in pantry
Benchtop 60mm emerald-green granite island, stainless-steel kitchen area, Laminate Polar White butler pantry Handles Long rectangle satin chrome
Splashback 300mm x 600mm tiles with one-off ceramic mosaic feature, stainless steel behind coffee machine Kickboards 150mm high matching doors and panels
Floor Floating floors in distressed Moka natural timber Paint Dulux Antique White USA Lighting Halogen downlights Appliances include two Blanco electric ovens,
Miele steamer, plate warmer and raised dishwasher, Franke drop-in bin and Exobar coffee machine
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